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McDONALD FOREST ARCHERY SEASON

The McDonald Forest archery season will be open on October 9, 10, 16,
and 17. A hunting license, deer tag, and archery permit are required. The bag

limit is one deer of either sex.

You will be required. to check in and out at the northwest regional Game
Commission office located 5 miles north of Corvallis on U. 5. Highway 99W.

AREA RULsS

No fires.
No camping.
l mile per hour speed limit.
No cars on dirt roads.
Dont be a litterbug!

Since private lands are also included in the open area, it is emphasized
that you must secure permission from the landowners if you wish to hunt such lands.
Your archery permit does not authorize trespass without permission.

McDonald Forest is administered by Oregon State College and defined by
law as a game refuge. Hunting is not normally permitted. Through agreement with
the college whereby the Game Commission supervises checking stations and closely
patrols the area, this season is possible. In addition to being used for field
work by students in the Forestry Department and the Animal Husbandry Department,
this area is serving as an outdoor laboratory for students in Fish and Game
Management. Students of this department will be manning the checking stations and
gathering information regarding the hunt.

ADAIR TRACT DEER SEASON

The season will be open October li, 20, and 21. The bag limit is one deer
of either sex.

In addition to other uses, this area is serving as an outdoor laboratory
for students of big game management at Oregon State College. Hunting is permitted
as part of that program.

It is desired to get a complete count of deer killed, so hunters are
required to check in and out each day. It is unlawful to hunt in the refuge without
an entry permit. Permits will be issued at the checking station located at the
Tampico School.

No fires or camping are permitted on the area. Travel on dirt roads is
prohibited, and the speed limit is l miles per hour.

The open area is described as follows: Beginning at the intersection of
the Tampico :chool. Road (County Rcd do. E) and the ioao Creek oad in Reetirn 25,
Township 10 aouth, Range Eest; thence northwesterly along the Tampico achool Road
approximately J4 miles to a posted fence in Section L, Township 10 South, Range
Rest; thence southwesterly along posted fence approximately 1/3 mile; thence in a
northwesterly direction along posted fence approximately 1/2 mile to posted road;
thence westerly and southerly along posted road to junction with Soap Creek Road in
Section 26, Township 10 South, Range est; thence northeasterly along Soap Creek
Road to the point of beginning.

Thank you for your cooperation and good luck!

OREGON STATE GAME COIVIIVIJSSION
I

//
I

-

P. U, Schneider
Direct or



kIUNT1NO DEER ITH BOV AND ARROW

IN ThE MCDONALD FOREST, OREGON

INTRODUCTION

This is a report of the activities encountered and

the results obtained from controlled bow and arrow hunts

held in the McDonald Forest of Oregon during October and

November 1953 and 1984. The species Involved was the

Columbian black-tailed deer, Odocoileus hemionus

columbianus (Richardson), and the hunting periods were

two days oach on three weekends in 1953 and on two

weekends In 1954.

The first legislative recognition of bow hunting in

Oregon came in 1935 (2, p.460) when a portion of the

Canyon Creek Game Refuge in central Oregon was set aside

as the Canyon Creek Archery Area. This area permitted the

bow hunters to hunt in a location not open to gun hunters,

and was the first such area in the United States though

other states had already allowed bow hunting during

general rifle seasons. The number of participating bowmen

remained below 200 until 1949 when 657 archers entered the

various archery areas of the State and killed 60 doer.

By 1953, the latter figures had more than tripled and

eight areas had been established, one of which was the

McDonald Forest.

The ivlcDonald Forest proper is located a short

distance north of Corvallis, Oregon, and is the property



of Oregon State College under the managenient of the

School of Forestry. The area of the hunts also included

adjacent private lands which served to provide well
defined boundaries to the area. These boundaries as they

appeared in the 1953 Oregon State Game Commission hunting

regulations were as follows:
Open area: Beginning at Lewiaburg; thence
northerly along U. S. Highway 99W approximately
3 miles to Tampico School road (County Road
Mo. 65); thence northwesterly along Tampico
School road to its junction with Soap Creek
road (County Road No. 45); thence southwesterly
along Soap Creek road past Sulphur Springs to
Its end in Section 5, TownshIp 11 South1 Range
5 West; thence westerly along posted logging
road to Its end at the southwest corner of
Section 6, Township 11 South, Range 5 West;
thence southwesterly down posted ridge apnroxi-
inately 200 yards to its intersection with the
posted Alder Creek lodging road; thence southerly
along Alder Creek logging road to Its junction
with the Oak Creek road; thence northerly along
Oak Creek road to Its intersection with the
McDonald Forest boundary fence; thence easterly
along the McDonald Forest boundary fence to
Its intersection with posted gravel road In
Section 15, TownshIp 11 South, Range 5 West;
thence northwesterly along posted gravel road.
to its junction with the Lewisburg road (County
Road No. 36); thence easterly along the Lewis-
burg road to its junction with U. S. Highway
99W at Lewisburg, the point of beginning.

Enlargement of the area to include a portion of the

Adair Tract In 1954 resulted In the establishment of

additional boundaries which appeared in the 1954

regulations as follows:

Open area: Beginning at Lowiaburg; thence north
along U. S. Highway 99W approxImately 31 miles
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to junction of Tar ipico School road; thence west
along the Tarnpico School road approximately 6
miles to a po8ted fence in Sec. 4, T. 10 S.,
R. 5 W.; thence southwest along posted fence
approximately 1/3 mile; thence northwest along
posted fence approximately 1/2 mile to posted
road; thence west and south along posted road
to junction with the Soap Creek road in Sec. 26,
P. 10 S., R. 5 W.; thence southwest along Soap
Creek road past Sulphur Sprins to its end in
Sec. 5, T. 11 S., R. S W.; thence west along
posted logging road to its end at the southwest
corner of Sec. 6, T. 11 S., H. 5 %.; thence
southwest down posted ridge approximately 200
yards to its intersection with the posted Alder
Creek 1oging road; thence south along Alder
Creek logging road to its junction with the Oak
Creek road: thence north along Oak Creek road
to its intersection with the McDonald Forest
boundary fece; thence east along the McDonald
Forest boundary fence to its intersection with
posted gravel road in Sec. 15, T. 11 S., H. 5 .;

thence north along posted gravel road to Its
junction with the Lewisburg road (County Road
No. 36); thence east along the tewisburg road
to its junction with U. S. Highway 99 at
tewisburg, the point of beginning.

The vegetation of the area is typical of the

foothills of the east slope of the Coast Range. The

licDona1U Forest con8Ists of uncut areas predominating in

Douglas fir, and cut areas abounding in many species of

shrubs, vines and lesser trees. The adjoining private

lands are largely agricultural with extensive open fields
and thickets of deciduous plant life aria scattered stands

of evergreens.

The animal life of the area consists of numerous

mammalian, reptilian, amphibian, and avian species

commonly found In the foothills of the Coast Range.
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The chief factors involve in the establishment of
the McDonald Forest Archery Area were reeearth, deer herd

control, availability of checkin; station personnel, and

recreation.

Although bow h'ntlng has been recognized as a sport

for Some thirty years in the United States, thorough

etudie8 of the sport are limited. The need for factual

data as a manaement tool has continued to increase In

recent years as bow hunting enthusiasts have rapidly

grown in numbers. Some of the personnel of the Oregon

State Game Commission have In recent years voiced the

opinion that more should be learned about bow hunting.

Complaints of croo and orchard damage from many

residents of the surrounding region of the McDonald

Forest in the past years pointed out that some effort to

control the deer herd In the area was important. Further

complaints concerning damage to Douglas fir seedlings in

the Peavy Arboreatum located approximately fIve miles

north of Corvallis on U. S. Highway 99? were also

reported.

The availability of students from the Big Game

ianagement class at Oregon State College under the

direction of Lee Kuhn, asaooiate professor of the

Department of Fish and (lame Nanagement, provided personnel

needed to man the checking stations. These students

L
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worked on a volunteer basIs rece1vin, no compensation but

they did gaIn personal experience acquired in contacting
sportsmen in the field.

Another factor always to be considered in the field

of wildlife iianaenent is that of the recreational value.

The location of the VcDonald orest is such that it is an
easy drive from all parts of the Willamette Valley. This

recreational value was especially high during the 1953

hunt when all other eneral deer seasons were closed

throughout Orezori.

MTiODS OF OBTAINING L)ATA

The methods of athering data involved four aspects;

the use of checking stations, observations in the field,

archer's report cards, and correspondence with successful

archers.

Checking Stations

Checking stations were employed to assure a

maximum degree of orderly control during the hunt and to

gather data. Two such stations were established during

the 1953 season. One at Lewisburg, Oregon, on U. S.

highway and the other at the old Tampico School

located at the junction of the Tampico School and Soap

Creek county roads, and were opened from noon until



5:30 p. m. each Friday to permit early Errivals to check
into the area nd avoid congestion on the following
morning, On Saturaas and Sundays the hours were from
4:30 . n. until 7:00 p. m. The Tampico School 8tatiOfl

was also manned from 3:0O a. m. until noon on onaays to

service persons not able to check out on Sunday. The

Tampco station served a dual purpose on the first two
weekends of the hunt, when it was used also as the
checking station for the rifle hunters rroxri the Aaalr
Tract Special Controlled Deer Season.

DurIng the 1954 season only one checking ststion was

employed. This station was established at the hegional
Office of the Oregon State Game Commission approximately

eight miles north of Corvallis on U. S. highway a

durinç the 1953 season, the checking station personnel
consisted largely of students from the ig Game ariagement

class at Oregon State College.
Use or the regional office as the checking station

permitted archers to enter the area all day Friday during
regular office hours. During the first weekend of the
hunt, the station was manned all night Friday until late
Saturday night. Sunday the station was opened from

4:00 a. in. to 8:00 p. in. Station hours during the second

weekend t the hunt differed in that the station did not
remain open all ni,ht Friday but was reopened at 4:00 a. in.
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aturuay morning. c attetrpts vera uade to ms!ntain the

station on Wond&y uornirs as during the 1953 ieason when

only eight archers checked out during the three nornings.

Form Report8 mp1oyed

When checking into the area, each archer was required
to present a hunting license, archery p

to the station attendant. The archer'a

was then recorded along with the permit

license and tag were then examined; and

date of entry was stamped on the periiit

were returned to the archer.

rmit, and deer tag

nane and address

number The

if in order, the
and the papers

During the 1953 season the archer was then asked a
number of question about his hunting exerience and
tackle. Thie inforation was recorded on the check-in
sheet in the apropriate columns. 1-5owaver, to simplify

and hasten the checking in durIng the 1954 season, these
questions were mostly omitted.

As each archer left the area, he was required to
pass through a checking station. This was accomplished

by aain presenting h:ts archery permit to the station

attendant who recorded the nunther on the cheek out sheet
and asked a number of questions concerning the hunter's
activities in the area. The answers of these questions
were recorded in the appropriate columns on the check out
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Figure 1. An illustration 8hOwing the general form of
the Check-in Sheet employed in 1953.

CI-IECK IFo SHEET
DATE

Archery Bow Bow Shooting
Permit No. Name Town Type Form Style

I IHILHHIII
4

0

0 t')

U)
c4 ..

U)
C) 0

r4 U)U)r-4 'j

U)
q- )*-4

43 OD
0

0

4.)

43 .,-

U)

.r4 43
U) U)04) 0- V 434.)
0 -I r4 r1

o
C)

43 U)
U)

Figure 2. An illustration showing the simplified Check-
in Sheet employed in 1954.

CHECK IN

DATE

Archery
Permit No. Name Town Hunted last week*

* Inserted during the second weekend of the hunt
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Figure 3. An Illustration showing the general form of
the Check Out Sheet employed In 1953.

CHECK OUT SHEET
DATE

Aroflery iuii irs. xo.
Permit Io1 Hunted of

Shots

a,
,0

a, a,eo .rl Q
4) 0

Crippled

s uoe

Area
Criooled

a,
.0

.43 0

Figure 4. An illustration showing the general form of
the Check Out Sheet employed in 1954.

DATE

Arche rv

ChECK OUT SHEET

Yrs. Unrecovered
Hunting lirs. Hits

Permit Io. I'ame Experience Hunted Shots P Area Hit
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sheet and the permit was returned to the archer.

The check out sheet employed in 1954 was somewhat

modified to obtain additIonal data omitted in 1953 and

other aspects eliminate irrelevant data.

When an archer reported killing a deer, another form

was used in addition to the check out sheet to obtain

information concerning the kill. The archery permit

number was again recorded, and a series of questions were

asked about the kill. The deer was weighed and recorded

along with the other material.

A full page questionnaire type of kill sheet was

employed during the 1954 season, on which the archer

filled in the greater part of the form.

Figure 5. An illustration showing the general form of
the Kill Sheet employed ifl 1953.

KILL SHEET
DATE

No. and Taken
Location of hits in

It
I U I$D

I IO
Archery ° r' t Cond ±o
terrnit Nd. L 14 Lb.itio Wt

tj

0
0 4

r14)C) 0 Or0 4r1oo.o E 0 Q.r4
04 04
o ul-
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Figure 6. An illustration showing the enera1 form of
the Kill Form employed in 1954.

KILL FORM

L)ATI OCTOBER

Archery permit No. Buck Doe Fawn
1. r. Vveight

This form is being employed, to obtain factual
information concerning arrow kills. You, as a successful
archer, alone can provide the details of your kill. The
information which you provide on this form will be added
to that obtained from the successful archers In this area
in 195.

If you are uncertain as to the answer of any of the
questions which follow, do not hesitate to leave the
answer blank.

Years bow hunting experience

Area of hit (chest, etc.)

Penetration Inches

Length of &iot yde.

Organs damaged or destroyed by arrow (lungs, heart,
etc.)

Reaction of deer when hit

Blood trail (litht, heavy, none, etc.)

Distance deer carried the arrow before losing or

breaking it yds.

Approximate length of time spent traIlinL: the deer
(Do not include the time of waiting after hitting
the deer, or any other time not actually spent on
the trail)

Distance the deer travelled after being hit jds.
THANK YOU
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Miscellaneous Reports

Many archers checking out of the area reported

various conditions or factors encountered. These covered

a variety of comments such as field conduct and petty

differences of the archers and the locations of dead

deer, by far the most important of these were those

concerning dead deer and their locations. These reports

were the major source of data concerning crippling and

the subsequent losses.

Field Observations

The data gathered in the field was obtained through

the efforts of four selected archers, game commission

personnel, and Professor H. Neddleton, Manager of the

McDonald Forest.

In an attempt to obtain a complete coverage of a

particular area during the 1953 season, four archers were

asked to report any factors which they might find while

hunting in the area. These persons were 8eleOted from

personal acquaintances whose characters were known to be

of such a nature that all issues woula be reported.

These observers, through mutual agreement, all hunted in

the upper Soap Creek region. These persons were not

assigned to any specific pattern of movement, but were

allowed to hunt in a natural manner.
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Further data were obtained through the observations

of the game commission personnel assigned to the area.

These men checked the archers as well as the riflemen

from the adjoining rifle area in 1953 when the two

special hunts ran concurrently.

Professor Neddleton also patrolled the area during

both seasons and. made numerous observations of field

conduct and general conditions. As did the game co!mnis-

sion personnel, he did. not lImit his observations to any

particular part of the area, but patrolled. the entire

Forest.

Field. observations during each season were mainly
made in the upper part of the Soap Creek region although

general attention was devoted to the rest of the area.

The upper Soap Creek area was chosen for the more inten-

sive observation because of heavier hunting activity

concentrated there.

Archer'8 Report Cards

Another source of information was that of the
archer's report card which was issued with the permit.

It was required. by hunting regulations that the card be

returned. to the Portland office of the Oregon State Game

Commission within 30 days following the close of the

hunting season. The information to be derived from these
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cards consists of the number of uays hunted, the area or
areas hunted, and the success of the hunter. These forms

also bear the peraiit number and the name of the archer
to whom issued. This made it possible to examine the

cards through the original permits filed at the game

com.isaion office.

Correspondence

Following the 1953 season a letter arid questionnaire,

accompanied by a self addressed return envelope, were

Figure 7. A general outline of the questionnaire mailed
to the successful archers following the 1953 season.

If you are unable to answer any of the questions
below, just leave them blank.

Ueneral area of kill (upper Soap Creek, etc.)
Arrow weight grains
Area of hit(s) (shoulder, etc.)
Penetration (approximate) in., angle
Damage inflicted by arrow to heart, lungs, etc. (if

noted)
blood trail (heavy, light, etc.)
Distance deer travelled after hit yds.
Reactions of deer when hit
How far did the deer carry the entire arrow (prior

to dropping or breaking) yds.
Did you see any dead deer in the area? If so,

how many?
In the space below please write any other factors
which you feel are of importance.
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mailed to each 8uccessful archer in an attempt to acquire
additional information about the individual kills, Such

topics as arrow weight and penetration, blood trail,

reaction of the deer when hit by arrow, area of hit,

organs damaged or destroyed, and other factors pertaining

to the kill were included. The letters accompanying these

questionnaires explained the purpose and the importance

of the recipient's cooperation. Each letter was

individually t'ped to establish a personal atmosphere.

Only one questionnaire was mailed to each suCce8sful

archer with no further attempt being made to instigate

response if not returned. This practice was instigated

from the desire of not requesting the archer to identify

himself when returning the questionnaire. This resulted

In leaving no means of tracing the nonresponsive

persons. To further promote a degree of self assurance,

each archer was encouraged to avoid answering any

questions of which he was uncertain. It was thought that

this practice iight also minimize 2ossible errors.

Correspondence following the 1954 season was limited

to mailing a letter and return post card to each of

several successful archers for correcting an omission In

the kill form described earlier.
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PRESETATI0N OF LATA OBTE%INED

Tabulation and Analysis of Forms Employed

The records of the checking stations showed a total
of 1,489 archers in 1953 and 1,031 in 1954. The greater
number of archers wore present during the first weekend
of each season when 694 and 643 persons entered the area

in 1953 and 1954 respectively. The second weekend of

the 1953 season attracted 430 bow hunters, while the
second and fInal weekend of the 1954 season noted a

check-in of 383. The last weeker of the 1953 season
attracted 365 persons. These figures are not exact as
to the number of individual archers hunting in the area
as some entered the area rore than once during a single
weekend and hunted two or all three weekends of the

hunts.

Correcting for these two factors, the total number
of individuals hunting in the area during the 1953 season

was established at approxiriate1y 990. This figure was
comprised of 145 archers hunting all three weekends,
209 hunting on two weekends, and 646 hunting only one

weokend. During the 1954 season approximately 993

individuals hunted in the area, 243 of which hunted both
weekends and 750 hunting only one weekend. Elimination

of the persons chocking into the area more than once each
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weekend established the totals of 670, 406, and 349 as

the number o archers hunting during the three respective

weekends of the 1953 season, and 627 and 366 durin the

two respective weekends of the 1954 season.

As expected, a higher percentage of first year bow

hunters hunted in the area in 1953 than in 1954. The

chief factor contributing to this was the dates of the
hunt. During the 1953 season all other archery and rifle

areas, with the exception of the Aaair Tract Special

Controlled Deer season, were closed to hunting, thus

placing the McDonald Forest in the "Last Chance"

category. Of the total 1953 check-in of 1,489 archers,
702 or 47 per cent were recorded as frat year bow

hunters.

The 1954 season ran concurrently with the rifle
season and two other archery areas, thus diverting part
of the huntIng pressure. Less than 30 per cent of the

archers entering the area in 1954 reported being first

year bow hunters.

Bows weighing from 40 to 100 pounds were reported

at the checking stations, most of which were in the 50
pound class. Moat of the bows were of composite

construction with the other bows being made of glass,
wood or metal. Only 6? bows were equipped with sights,

the remaining 1,422 archers reported shooting without

sights or instinctively. (These figures apply only to



the 1953 season).

Arrow lengths varied from 23 to 31 inches ani1 were

tipped with broadheads exhibitIng 2,3,4 and 6 cuttIng
edges. The 2 edge blade proved to be the :iost popular,
being used by 36 archers checking Into the area. The

three blade heads were carried by 468 archers, while 40

persons reported using four blade heads, and 2 bow

hunters exhibited six blade heads. Mixed arrowhead

types, xaostly two and three blade, were reported by 106

persons end arrowhead types used by 8 archers were not

reported. (These figures apply only to the 1953

season.)

In 1953 a total of 1,407, or 94.5 per cent, of the

archers chocked out of the area. rrors comiItted by

checking station personnel resulted in Incomplete records

for 42 of these. These bowmen killed 59 deer, a 4 per

cent success rate, comprised of 17 bucks, 25 does, and

17 fawns during the three weekend hunt, with first year

bow hunters bagging 22, or 3? per cent of them.

The greater nunber of deer was killed during the

opening weekend when 11 bucks, 9 does, a1 10 fawns for

a total of 30 doer were taken from the area. During the

second weekend of the hunt, a total of 16 deer were

killed. These were comprised of 4 bucks, 7 does, and

5 fawns. The third weekend kill of 13 deer consisted of
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3 bucks, 7 does, and 3 Lawns.

Seventy-seven bow hunters choQkin out of the area
In 1953 reported hIttIng and not recoverina deer. This

LI;ure was made up of 41, 10, and 17 anlnals hit on the
three respective weekends. These 77 deer consisted of
31 bucks, 39 does, 4 fawns, and 3 unclassifIed anImals.
The locatIon of the 77 hIts was reported as follows:
13 shoulder, 12 chest, 12 back, P paunch, 7 neck, 7 leg,
6 rump, 3 head, 2 chest and paunch, 1 head and back,
1 shoulder and back, and 4 unknown Injuries. First year
bow hunters reported hittIng 23, or 30 per cent, of these
deer, while 51 wore hit by archers with more experience.
The amount of huntini experience for three of the
reports is unVnown.

The majority of the persona hitting those unrecovered
deer did not make any com,:ent as to the possible extent
of the injury. Six persons, however, stated that they
were certain that the anInals they had hit would not

die. These were two hits in the antlers, two flesh
wounds In the neck, and two reports of Injuries as sliht
but the area of the hit uncertain.

The 1,407 archers checking out of the area reported
firing 2,265 shots and hitting 136 animals, 59 fatally
and 77 unrecovered. This signifies some 39 shots per
kill, 29 shots per unrocovered. hit, and 1'? shots per hit.
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These arrows were fired by 795 of the bowmen, the remain-

ing 612 bow hunters did not shoot at a deer.
Complete cheek out records of 1,365 archers In 1953

showed a total of 12,488 hours of hunting. aaed on this

figure each kill involved 211 hours of hunting, while an
unrecovered hit occurred every 162 hours of hunting, and

92 hours of hunting were required to make a hit, either

fatal or non fatal.

Information concerning the type of cover hunted in

1953, timbered or open, was discarded as being incomplete

when various archers were questioned as to their defini-

tion of the terms. This source showed the general

acceptance of the terms to be very overlapping, and thus
being inaccurate.

In 1954, 858 or 03.2 per cent of the 1,031 archers

checked out through the checking station, 248 or 28.9 per

cent of which reported being first year bow hunters. Of

the 858 archers checking out, 120 showed incomplete

records throu:h the insertion of an aciditional column on

the check out sheet the first day of the hunt. These

archers reported killing 48 deer, a 4.6 success rate,

comprised of 12 bucks, 16 does, and 20 fawns during the

two weekend hunt. First year bow hunters killed 9, or

18 per cent of these.

The greater number of deer was killed during the
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opening weekend of the hunt when 9 bucks, 11 does, and

19 fawns, for a total of 39 deer were taken. During the

second weekend the kill of 9 deer consisted of 3 bucks,
5 does, and 1 fawn.

Of the 858 archers checking out of the area in 1954,
36 reported hitting and not recovering 9 bucks, 25 does,
and 2 fawns. Twenty-seven of these were injured the

first weekend of the hunt, and 9 on the second weekend.
The location of the 36 injuries were reported as follows:

6 shoulder, 6 leg, 5 chest, 4 neck, 1 head, 3 paunch,

3 back, 3 rump, and 5 unknown wounds. Two of these

injured deer were known to have been killed and brought
to the checkin, stetion by two other archers. First year

bow hunters reorted hitting 11, or 31 per cent, of these
deer, and the remaining 25 were hit by persons with two
or lucre years experience.

Reports of only slight injuries were given by five
persona. These reports included 1 hit in the antlers,

1 flesh wound in the neck, 2 skin wounds in the: brisket

reg.on, and 1 hit in the back which failed to cause

damage because the arrow struck a limb resulting in a

slight deflection.
The 858 archers checking out reported firing 1,182

shots, hitting 84 deer, 48 fatally and 36 unrecovored.

This signifies 14 shots per hit, 32 shots per unrecovered
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hit, and 25 8hots per kill. These arrows were fired by
360 of the bowmen, 378 failed to shoot, and records wore

incomplete for 120 persons.

Check out records showed the archers to have hunted

a total of 8,345 hours, or 174 hours per kill, wii1e
hours wore required to make a hit, and a deer was hit
and not recovered every 232 hours.

l3ow hunting experience of the archers checking out

of the area ranged from 1 to 35 years, with 248 persons
reporting 1954 to be their first hunting season with the
bow and arrow.

The data acquired from the kill reports in 1953 were
partially repetitious of that obtained from the check out
sheets. This repetition consisted largely of restating
the archery permit number and reestab1ishin the total
kill. The total kill of 59 deer was comprised of 17
bucks, 25 does, and 17 fawns. Based on antler formatIon
the 17 bucks were rouped as follows: 6 spikes, 5 two-
points, 3 four-points, 1 five-point, 1 six-poInt, and
1 unrecorded.

The successful archers reported hitting the 59 deer
69 times. In all, 50 animals were killed with a single
arrow, 8 were shot twice, and 1 was hit three times.
The number and location of these hits were as follows:
21 chest, 14 shoulder, 9 paunch, 9 neck, 7 back, 5 rump,
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3 head, and 1 leg shot. The average arrow flight length
of the killing shots was 34 yards. The length of these
shots increased each weekend as the deer became more wary.

During the first weekend, the average of 28 yards resulted
from shots ranging from 10 to 50 yards. The distance
extended from 12 to '70 yards on the second weekend, and
the average increased to 39 yards. The last weekend of

the hunt, the avera,e rose to 40 yards with the shots
ranging from 20 to 120 yards.

The checkiflg station personnel reported the general
condition of the deer killed in 1953 to be "good".
several door were recorded as being thin or poor, and one
doe s in extremely poor conditIon. The archer killing
the latter animal was reissued his deer tag, and
permitted to return to the field and continue to hunt.
This particular deer was discarded as being unfit for
human consumption or use.

The dressed weight of the largest deer taken, a four-
point buck, was 160 pounds. The average weight of the
bucks was 97.6 pounds, the does averaged 66 pounds, and

the fawns 40 pounds.

The kill sheet employed in 1954 differed considerably

from the form ued in 1953, corresponding closely with the
questionnaire .ai1ed to the successful archers in 1953.
Information frm this source totaled a season's kill of
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48 deer in 154, copr1sed of 12 bucks, 16 does, and 20
fawns. I3ased on antler fornation the bucks consisted of
2 spikes, 6 two-pothts, and 4 three-points. First year
bow hurUers killed 3 deer, while the remaining 3 were

killed by archers having 2 or nore years experience.
The dressed eit of the largest deer taken, a

three-point buck, was 151 pounds. The average dressed

woijit of the deer was as follows: 3 pound8 per buck,

75 pounds per doe, and 3 pounu er Lawn.

The successful archers reported hitting the 48 doer

50 tiiies. In all, 46 deer were killed with a single

arrow, and 2 were shot twice. The nurrioer and location

of the single hits were as follows: 13 chest, 9 neck,
5 paunch, 4 shoulder, 4 back, 3 rump, 2 head, and 1

unknown shot. The two animals shot twice were felled

with chest and neck, and chest and flank shots. The

shots ranged from 2 to 85 yarus, and averaged 36 yarus.
1uring the opening, weekend the average length of the

killing shots was 38 yards but decreased to 2'7 yards the

second and final weekend of the hunt.
Arrow penetration was recorded as being complete,

or passing through the deer or beyond the nook of the

arrow, on 33 of the deer, while 3 arrows passeu from two

to ten inches into the animals body, 4 from fifteen to

twenty-five Inches, and 2 from eleven to fourteen Inches.
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Onli one archer failed to report the amount of penetra-

tion.

Inforznation pertaining to the organs Injured credited

11 lung, 9 paunch, 5 spinal cord, 3 heart, 1 liver, and

1 head shots as having killed deer. In addtion shots

Involving compound organs accounting for 7 kIlls were 2

lung and heart, 2 lung, and stomach, 1 lIver and heart,

I liver and diaphragm, and 1 lung and kidney Injuries.

Failure to note the organs damaged was reported by three

archers.

Running or continuing to run was the rmst common

reaction of the doer when hit. This action was character-

istic of 27 of' the 48 deer killed in 1954.

these, 10 dropped instantly, 2 staggered a

1 flinched and walked away, 1. merely grunt

wblrled in a 15 foot circle. No reactIons

£ our of the bow hunters.

The distance the deer travelled after

Other than

short ulatance,

d, and 1

were noted by

being hit

ranged from instant kills to 3 miles, with nost of the

animals moving less than 100 yards. Of the 48 arima1s

involved, 21 felled to cover more than 30 arcis, and 9 of

these dropped instantly. Of the remaining, 8 deer moved

from seventy-five to one kwndred yards, 7 from Corti to

seventy, 5 from one hundred to three hundred, and 4 in

excess of three hundred yards. The average distance
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travelled was 222 yards. The 3 animals reported to have

gone more than 3)0 yards are recorded as having travelled

3 miles, 1 mile, and 950 yards. If these 3 deer are
omitted the average distance was only 59 yards.

Light or medium blood trails were characteristic of

20 of the kills, no blood trails occurred In 16 instances,

heavy or very heavy trails were reported by 11 bow
hunters, and 1 archer failed to notice the blood trail.

Of the 16 deer leaving no blood trails, 8 were killed

instantly, 6 suffered lung injuries, 1 was hit In the

liver and heart, and 1 was hit In the paunch.

Inaiediate breakage or loss of the arrow was

characteristic of 31 deer when hit. In the 17 remaining

animals, 7 carried the shaft from fifteen to forty-five

yards, 4 from three to ten yards, and 1 for an undeter-
mined distance. The avera,e distance the arrows were

carried was 20 yards.

The period of time necessary to recover the deer
after scoring a hit varied from Instant recovery to four

and one half hours. This denote8 the amount of time

actually trailing the animals. Possession in fewer than
five minutes was reported in 32 cases, while 8 required
six to fIfteen minutes searchIng, 4 from one half to one

hour, 2 from one to three hours, and 2 necessitated

quests of more than four hours.
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iacellanooue Reports

Miscellaneous reports from bow bunters proved very

valuable in locating 5 carcasses in 1953 and 1 carcass in

1954. The 5 animals found in 1953 consisted of four arrow

kills and one probable gun kill. The four deer killed by

arrows consisted of 3 does and a fawn. One of these does

was brought to the checking station by a group of archers

who had found the animal badly wounded but unclaimed.

The deer was in excellent condition and had been properly

dressed before presentation to the checking station

personnel. The other deer were in the process of

decomposition when found.

The deer found in 1964 was a. two-point buck, which

was badly decompo8ed when exaninod the second day of the

hunt. This animal was definitely not an arrow kill.

Field Ob8ervations

The combined efforts of four selected archers and of

the observer in the field, resulted in the location of

two dead doer in the upper Soap Creek re;1on of the
McPonald Forest in 1953. Locating these animals involved

approximately 200 man hours in the field. The dense

vegetation of the area made tracing of reported carcasses

difficult. Both of the animals were found through the

assistance of archers hi.nting in the area.
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A fawn found on the second morning of the hunt was

pointed out by a bow hunter who had just hit a deer and
was looking for a blood trail. Examination of the fawn

showed the arrow to have entered the abdominal region low
on the right side, then passing through the stomach and

liver, and cutting through two ribs and the left shoulder.

The feathers and a six inch portion of the arrow was found

In the liver. The arrow was equipped with a two blade

head, Helix by trade name. Identification as to the

specific type of the arrowhead was determined through

examination of the cutting pattern In the liver. The

Helix head is the only one made with a spiral In the blade,

giving It an S shaped cutting pattern. This cut was very

clear and definite in the liver and would not be confused

with the mark made by any other two blade head.
Backtracking from the carcass showed the blood trail

to be very prominent up to a point some twenty yards from

the dead. animal. The deer was lying In a depression at
the base of a large stump, and probably would not have

been found if the archer had not been looking for blood.

The other animal found in the upper Soap Creek area

In 1953 wa a spike buck which was reported on the

opening morning of the hunt. Subsequent location and

examination of this deer showed it to have been dead for

some time and badly decomposed. The animal was definitely
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not an arrow kill as indicated by the condition of the

carcass. A shattered foreleg and lower jaw suggested

that death might have been the result of a rifle shot.

Game commission officials found and examined two

additional carcasses in 195 that had been reported by

archers. These animals, both does, were arrow kills and

badly spoiled when found.

The dead buck found in 1954, personally examined,

was badly decomposed when first seen during the opening

weekend of the hunt. Location of a small hole in the

right shoulder, and a corresponding though larger hole in

the left shoulder implied that the deer might have been

shot with a rifle. Further examination determined that

part of the vertebral column parallel to these holes was

badly shattered, thus furthering the belief that death

was resultant of a bullet wound. The carcass of this

deer was found approximately one quarter mile from the
spike buck examined in 1953 which was also thought to

have been killed with a rifle. Residents of the area

reported hearing shots on several different occasions well

within the gathe refuge boundaries and in the same general

vicinity earlier auring the rifle season.

Credit for locating this two-point buck must again

be given to a party of bow hunters who found the deer and

tied a white handkerchief on a limb to assist anyone
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looking for the carcass. This was reported at the cheek-
ing station as the archers left the area. Further
mention should be made also to still another bowman who

made a special effort to return to the carcass and point
out the exact location and assist in its examination.

Personnel in the field noted numerous cases of poor
conduct among the archers huntin, in the area in 1953.
Such occurrences as the shooting of signs posting the

area, littering the forest and roads with paper arid debris,
excessive speeds on forest roads, violation of trespass on

closed roads, huntin without appropriate papers, failing

to check into the area, attempting to se a punched deer

tag, failure to follow light blood trails, failing to

check out of the area, and several other undesirable
incidents were noted during the two hunts. With the

exception of the scattering of debris along the roads,

these infractions were noted among a very small portion
of the hunters.

The following list of complaints was submitted by
Professor Neddleton following the hunt in 1953;

1. Ignoring posted signs to keep off dirt roads
(2 cases).

2. Leaving lunch papers and debris where parked

along forest road (many).

3. Ignoring 15 mile forest road speed limit
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(2 cases).

4. Leaving warming fire (1 case).

5. Camping on forest (2 oases), one group of boys

from Portland had maps, but never looked at

restrictions on the back.

6. Dirty camp at Sulphur Springs (1 case).
7. Teen-agers, 10 to 14 with bows.

Infractions of rules in 1954, as observed by

Lr. Neddleton were limited to trespass violations of road

closures by a few archer8. Other conditions noted in

1953 were nearly or completely lacking.

Personal contacts with six archers who had hit and
lost deer in 1953 produced the following information
concerning the injured animals. Shoulder shots reported

by three archers were said to have hit the deer and
penetrated to the bone and then the arrow was immediately

expelled. Blood trails in each instance were light and
of short duration. One of these animals, an adult buck,

ran approximately 70 yards and lay down in heavy brush.

The same deer was frightened from the thicket more than
an hour later and was observed by several persona who

agreed that the animal was not seriously injured.
Examination of the thicket showed the deer to have lost

only a few drops of blood whore it had lain.

A hit in the right hind foot was reported by another
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archer. Through combined efforts, the animal was trailed

approximately one quarter mile before the blood trail

stopped.

Another bow hunter encountered had just hit a deer

in the flashy portion of the rump. The hit was described

as a "near miss" and only a few drops of blood were found

in a distance of some 70 yards. %Shen last seen, the

archer was still looking for the trail but was certain
that the injury was far from being lethal.

A lower chest or paunch shot reported by one person

was said to have resulted in only a light blood trail which
was ver'j difficult to follow. Although the animal was

never found, the bowman felt certain that the animal would
die as the result of the wound.

During the 1954 season, four archers were contacted

in the field, who had reported hitting and lo8ng 5 deer.

This included 3 bucks, 1 doe and 1 fawn. The latter

animal was hit in the right foreleg, the lower five inches

of which were severed leaving the animal permanently

crippled. This animal was brought into the checking
station later the same day by three bowmen, who stated

that they had killed the deer after a lively chase during

which the fawn was quite adept on only three legs.

A spike buck hit in the shoulder was trailed

approximately one mile before the extremely light blood
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trail vanished. Further attempts to locate the animal
proved futile. Another buck hit in the flank region was
said to have lost virtually no blood. ven the arrow

which passed coLpletely through the flank was nearly void
of blood. This anirna]. ran when hit but showed no indica-
tion of being seriously injured. The third buck involved
was hit high in the back by an arrow which had been
deflected by a limb, and did not penetrate deeply enough
to reach a vital organ. The only blood lost by this
animal was a drop where the arrow fell from the deer when

it jumped.

A doe hit in the ear, with the arrow remaining in
the wound when the animal was last seen, lost only a small
amount of blood. Trailing this deer was very difficult,
and the archer scoring the hit thought she would survive.

Numerous persons voiced the opinion that some of the
injured deer might be taken by other archers in the area.
The probability of this is evidenced by the doe brought
to the checking station in 1953 and 2 deer being reported
as injured when killed in 1954.

Archer's Report Cards

The following data were acquired by checking the

archer's report cards returned to the Oregon State Game

Com4ssion in Portland. The information for 1953 covers
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the returns as of January 20, 1954, while the period from
the close of the hunt until December 14, 1954 includes
the returns for 1954.

liased on these cao.s, 539 individuals hunted in the
area in 1953, 239 of which also hunted in other areas
during that season and 210 which hunted the McDonald

Forest oni. Based on the figure of 990 compiled in the
checking stations, 451 persons failed to return their
cards. The responsive bow hunters reported killing 52
deer, which was 7 short of the 59 animals taken through

the checking stations. These 7 unreported deer consisted

of 3 fawns, 3 does, and 1. buck. It was noted that of the

17 archers killing fawns, 14 returned their cards and
reported 6 of the kills as does or bucks.

Card returns in 1954 established a figure of 416
individual hunters, as compared to the 993 persons passing

through the checking station, thus establishing the number
of nonresponsive archers at 577. In all, 265 of the
responsive archers hunted in other areas in the state,
while 151 bunted in the McDonald Forest only. The total

kIll in the area, as established by this means, was 45
deer, 3 fewer than the checking station figure. The 3

deer not reported were all does. All 20 archers known

to have killed fawns returned their cards and reported 8
of the animals as bucks or does.
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Correspondence

Followin. the l95 season, questionnaires were mailed
to the successful archers in an attempt to obtain
additional information about the Individual kills. Of

these, 44 were returned in the envelopes provided, and

6 letters were returned for lack of proper addresses,

Only 9 of the archers receiving the irAaterIal failed to

reply.

Data from this source credited 40 kills to single

arrow wounds consistIng of 19 chest, 6 neck, 5 back,

5 paunch, 2 hip, 2 head, and 1 rump injuries. The

remaining four animals wore hit twice, 2 In the chest and

paunch and 2 in the chest and back.

Arrow penetration was reported as being complete, or

having passed throigh the deer or buried the entire length
of the shaft, on 22 of the kills. Of the remainIng 22

kills, penetration from two to ten inches was reported In
11 cases, eleven to fourteen inches in 5, and from fifteen

to twenty-five inches in 5 kills also. The amount of

penetration involved In 1 of the kills was not recorded.
In all, 39 of the animals were shot from the side, and 5
from head or rump posItions.

Another factor considered was the organs injured which

proved to be fatal to the animal. Lethal resijlts were

resultant of 12 lung, 4 spinal cord, 3 neck (involving the
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blood vessels and esophagus), 3 hip artery, 2 dorsal

artery, 2 heart, 2 paunch, and 2 head injuries. (ompound

organ injuries kill1n 9 doer were 3 spinal cord and lung,

2 lung and. liver, 1 heart and lung, 1 lung and paunch,

1 lung and throat, and 1 liver and paunch injuries.

Failure to notice which organs were injured or destroyed

was reported b 5 archers.

Reactions of the doer when hit were reported by 40

of the bow hunters Running was characteristic of 26

anin1s, while 6 dropped instantly, 6 dropped when hit

but recovered temporarily, 1 staggered a short distance,

and 1 merely flinched and walked away.

The distance the doer travelled after being hit waa

less than thirty-five yards in 21 of the kills, 6 of which

dropuod Instantly. Of the remaining 23 animals, 10

survived for a distance varying from forty to seventy-five

yards, 6 from seventy-five to one hundred yards, 5 from

one huno.red fifty to three hundred yarcs, and 2 covered a

distance of one half and one mile each. The average

distance travelled from this source was 125 yards. If,

however, the last to eer arc excluded fron the tabula-

tion the averaLe drops to only 65 yards.

Heavy or very heavy blood trails were reported by 18

archers, no blood was found or noted by 11, light or

medium trails were characterIstic of 10 k1ls, and 5 bowmen
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still in sight. The itatter cases did not include any of
the deer which droped instantly. Of the eleven deer
leaving no blood trails, 2 were kIlled nstantiy, 2
suffered paunch injuries, 2 were hit in the spine, 2 in
the head, 1 in the lungs, 1 in the back, and 1 was not
reported.

immediate breakage or loss of the striking, arrow was

rioted in 24 kills. Of the 20 remaining deer, 9 carried
the arrow from fifteen to thirty-five yards, 4 from three
to five yards, 4 from fifty to one hundred yards, and 3
for unknown distances. The average distance the arrows

were carried was 20 yards.
Ten of the successful archers roorted seeing dead

deer in the area. There is no way of deterwning If this
figure included different carcasses or duplicatIon reorts
of the same anials as was encountered at the chocking
stations.

The arrows used in the kills ranged in weight from
438 to 650 graIns. These weight records were furnished

by the archers, and the degree of accuracy Is unknown.
based on these figures there was no relationship between
arrow weight and the amount of penetration.

Correspondence in 1954 was limited to '7 of the

successful bowmen, to learn the dIstance theIr kill had
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of the archers, and tho 1o&tioi acquired has been

includeu vith that obtained un the kill form in 14.

Jjuntthg Accidents

he only aciaeit of a serious nature to occur during

the two hunts ao during the 153 season when a bow hunter

from olal1a, Orogon, was shot while hunting in the area.

ThiS archer in a letter to the Oreon State Uame

(.ommias ion wrote:

I was hit in the hip bone from the front, the
"mickey-finn" broad head imbedding itself
approxLiately cue inch, going through the small
thin muscle covering the narrow anterior portion
of the hip bone. It vas necessary to go to the
Corvallis Good Samaritan hospital for medical
aid and the broadhead was removed by br.
1cCallum with considerable effort; however the
bone did not splinter and the wound has now
healed, apparently, satisfactory.

The hunter was shot by an archer who had seen a deer

in the area a short time before the accident and shot in

the direction of the noise made by the victim coming

through the brush. The shot was made from a distance of

approximately 30 yards through dense brush. The offending

person immediately came to the aid of the injured archer

and assisted him to his, the victim's, automobile some

three quarters mIle distant, Iron which point he drove the

wounded man to the hospital. The shooter, a Portland

archer, agreed to pay hospital and three day work loss
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expenses. hether this agreement has been fulfilled is

not kiown.

No aecL.ents ere ieported In 1954 though ore ow

hunter Is said to have shot an arrow at a fellow bowman

who was aitting n a stump. The arrow :iissed, and the

person firing it retreated into the brush while the fired

upon archer shot the arrow back in the general direction

of the retreatIng bowman.

31Th1ARY

Checkin station records for controlled bow arid.

arrow hunts conducted in the McDonald Forest of Oregon

in 1953 and 1954 established a total check-in figure of

1,489 and 1,031 bow hunters during the two respective

eara. The number of individual bowmen partIcipating

in the hunts was approximately 990 during the three

weekends of the 1953 season and 993 during the two week-

ends of the 1954 season. FIrst year bow hunters, 702 in

number made up 47 per cent or the total chock-in in 1953.

ThIs percentage dropped to 29 per cent in 1954, when only

248 first year bow hunters were present. The higher

percentage in 1953 was partIally resultant from the

closure of all other general deer seasons in the State

at the time of the bow and arrow hunt in the McDonald
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Forest.

Data obtained in 1953 in regards to archery equipment

showed the bow weights to have raned from the legal

minimum of 40 pounds to 100 pounds. The majority of the

bows were in the 50 pound class and very few exceeded 60

pounds. The most conmionly used broadhead was the two

blade head. This was followed by the three, four, and

six blade heads in that order.

In 1953, 1,407 or 94.5 per cent of the archers

checked out of the area. In 1954, 858 or only 83 per cent

checked out. Incomplete records were exhibited for 42

bowmen in 1953 and 120 in 1954. No explanation for the

decreased check out percentage in 1954 iB available, as

the checking station remained open much later in 1954 than

did either of the stations in 1953.

The archers hunting in the area killed 59 deer in

1953 and 48 in 1954. The 59 deer taken in 1953 was

comprised of 17 bucks, 25 does, and 17 fawns. In 1954,

the kill of 48 comprised 12 bucks, 16 does, and 20 fawns.

Based on antler formation, 6 spike, 5 two-point, 3 £ our-

point, 1 five-point, 1 six-point, and 1 unrecorded bucks

were killed in 1953, and 6 two-point, 4 three-point, and

2 spike bucks were taken in 1954. The largest deer taken

in 1953 weighed 150 pounds dressed, while the largest in

1954 weighed 151 pounds. The average dressed weight of
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the bucks, does, and fawns was 98, 66, and 40 pounds

respectively In 1953, and 99, 75, and 39 pounds respective-
ly In 1954.

First year bow bunters killed 22 deer in 1953 and 9

in 1954. The remaining deer were shot by archers having

two or more years experience. Forty-four of the successful
bowmen in 1953 reported using bows weighing from 40 to 71

pounds. The average weight of these bows was 50 pounds,

few exceeding 60 pounds. The average arrow flight length

of the killing shot8 was 34 yards in 1953, and 36 yards in

1954. The lonest successful shots were two 120 yard kills

in 1953. The shortest killing range was a 2 yard shot

made in 1954. Single arrow wounds killed 50 of the 59

deer taken in l955, and 46 of the 48 taken in 1954. The

remaining deer, with one exception, were each hit twice.

The one exception to this was shot three times. The

location of the lethal arrow hits during both seasons in
order of importance were the cheat, shoulder, neck,

paunch, back, rump, head, and legs.

Data obtained through the checking stations and by
means of questionnaires mailed to the successful archers
In 1953 were complete for 92 of the 107 deer killed during

the two hunts. Arrow penetration was reported as complete,

or having passed through the deer or beyond the nook of

the arrow, In 57 of the 92 animals involved. Penetration
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in the remaining kills varied from 2 to 25 inches. Of

the various organs Injured by the arrows, the one most

commonly causing death was the lungs, being the major
contributing factor In 23 kills, and being involved In

12 compound organ Injuries. Injury of the paunch, spinal

cord, and neck were the next most lethal factors. Running

or continuing to run was the chief reaction of 53 of the

deer killed. The reaction of the remaining animals

included 16 instant kills, 7 of which were knocked down

but only recovered for a short distance, and the remaining

deer reacted in minor ways such as flinching and merely

walkIng away. After being hit, the average distance the

deer travelled before dying was 125 yards in 1953, and

222 yards In 1954. These figures drop to 65 and. 59 yards

respectively when S deer, 2 in 1953 and 3 in 1954, whIch

moved abnormally long distances are eliminated. The

farthest any one deer was reported to have travelled was

3 mIles. Blood trails were reported as light or medium

in 30 kills, heavy or very heavy in 29, and no blood trails

in 27 kills. Based on the 1954 kIll records, the most

common Injuries lacking blood trails were lung and chest

Injuries. Immediate loss or breakage of the arrow when

hit was characteristic of fifty-five of the kills. The

average distance the deer carried the arrow was 11 yds

in 1953 and 20 yards In 1954. The arrows used in the 1953
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kills were reported to have ranged in weight from 438 to

650 grains. I3ased on these figures there was no

relationship between arrow weight ar penetration.
Recovery of hit deer in 1954 was made in less than fifteen
minutes in 40 of the 48 kills. The longest quests, two in

number, required more than four trailing hours before the

deer were four..

Each of the 59 kills in 1953 involved a total of 21].

hours of hunting and the firing of 3& shots. These

figures dropped to 173 hours of hunting and 25 shots for

each of the 48 ueer taken in 1954. Approximately 50 per

cent of the archers did not shoot at deer.

Seventy-seven deer were hit and not recovered in 1953,

and thirty-six in 1954. Only a few archers commented as

to the possible degree of the injuries. In all, 6

carcasses were found in the area, 5 in 1953 and 1 in 1954.

Four of these were arrow kills, and 2 were probable gun

kills. The latter 2 animals were badly decomposoU when

found making examination very difficult. All of the

carcasses were found through reports from archers hunting

in the area. Ten archers who had hit and not recovered

deer were contacted in the field during the two hunts.

Only one of these bowmen thought that the deer that he had

injured would die.

Poor conduct and violations of governing regulations
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were numerous during the 1953 season. The most obvious

infrinement was the scattering of papers and debris along

the Forest roads. Failure to check-in or check out was

also noted quite frequently. During the 1954 season,

violations and poor conduct were minimized and many of the
violations of the previous year were completely lacking.
Lack of preseason publicity is believed to have been a
contributing factor to the ny violations during the 1953

hunt. Prior to the 1954 hunt, the importance of good

sportsmanship Was publicized by several archery groups who

urged that all bowmen hunting in the McDonald Forest obey

the regulations estaolished. by the Oregon State Game

Comnission and the Oregon State College School of Fore8try.

This publicity is thought to have been very influential in

terminating the violations of the previous year.

Information derived from the archer's report cards

returned to the Oregon State Game Comiriseion, credited

only one half of the archers hunting in the area during

the two seasons as havin..; returned their cards as required

by the hunting regulations. Hesitancy to report kills

involving ±awns was also noted. Fourteen, or nearly one

half of the 34 responsive archers known to have killed

fawns reported their kills as bucks or does.

One serious hunting accident occurred during the two

hunts. During the 1953 season an archer was shot in the



hip, and the injury required temporary hospitalization of
the victim. During the 1954 season, one bow hunter was

reported to have shot at a fellow archer who was sitting
on a stump.
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At2ENDIX I

Tabulation of data obtained during the 1953 and 1954
controlled bow arid arrow hunts

conducted in the McDonald Forest of Oregon.

1953 1954 TOTAL
per per per

No. cent No. cent No. cent

Check-in
Total . . . . 1,489 1,031 2,520
Approximate

number of
individuals 990 993 1,983

Report card
returns . . 539 416 955

First year bow
hunters . . . 702 47 248 29 950 40

Check out . . . 1,407 94 858 83 2,265 90

Number of
auccesaful
archers . . 59 4* 48 4.6* 107 4.2*

Number of
unsuccessful

archers 1,430 96* 983 954* 2,413 95.8*

Arrows ahot'
Total . . . . 2,265 1,182 3,447
Per kill . . 38 25 32.
Number of archers

shooting . . '795 57 360 42 1,155 50
Number of archers.

not shooting 612 43 37 58 1,090 50

Hours hunted
Total . . . . 12,488 8,345 20,833
Per kill . . 211 173 195

* F1ures based on check-in totals
** Figures based on check out totals
*** Incomplete records were exhibited f or 120

bowmen in 1954
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APxEiWIX I -- continued

1953_ 1954 TOTAL
per per per

No. cent No. cent No. cent

Total kill . . . . . . . 59 4* 48 4.6* 107 4.2
Arrow hits involved . . 69 50 119
Location and number of
hits

chest . . . . . . . 21 30 20 40 40 34
shoulder . . . . . 14 20 4 8 18 15
paunch . . . . . . 9 13 5 10 14 12neck ....... 9 13 1020 1916back ....... 7 10 4 8 119rump ....... a 7 4 d 98head ....... 3 4 2 4 54

1 1 0 0 11
unknown...... 0 0 1 2 11

Organs injured contributing
to death ***
Singular injurieslung ....... 12 27 1123 2325

spinal cord . . . . 4 9 5 10 9 10neck ....... 3 7 3 16 1112
hip artery . . . . 3 7 0 0 3 3
dorsal artery . . . 2 a 0 0 2 2heart....... 2 5 a 6 55paunch ...... 2 5 919 1112head ....... 2 5 1 2 33liver...0... 0 0 1 2 11
unknown . . . . . . 5 11 3 6 8 9

Compound injuries
lung and. spinal cord 3 7 0 0 3 3
lung and stomach 1 2 2 5 3 3
1ng and heart . . 1 2 2 5 3 3
lung and liver . . 2 5 0 0 2 2
lung and kidney . . 0 0 1 2 1 1
lung and throat . . 1 2 0 0 1 1
liver and heart . . 0 0 1 2 1 1
liver and diaphragm 0 0 1 2 1 1
liver and paunch . 1 2 0 0 1 1

* Figures based on check-in totals
**** Involves only 44 deer in 1953
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APiENDIX I -- continued

1953 1954 TOTAL
per per per

i'o. cent o. cent No. cent

Sex-age classification
Bucks......... 17 29 12 25 29 27
Does . . . . . . . . . 25 42 16 33 41 38
Fawna......... 17 29 20 42 37 35

Blood tra11s*c**
Li&ht or medium . . . . 10 25 20 42 30 33
Hoavy......... 18 41 11 23 29 32
Lacking . . . . . . . . 11 25 16 33 27 29
Not noticed . . . . . . 5 11 1 2 6 7

Time involved in recovery
of injured deer(1954)

o to 5 minutes . . . . 32 67
6 to 15 minutes . . . . 8 17
30 to 60 minutes . . . 4 8
lto3hours ..... 2 4
4to4hours..... 2 4

/ Avera,e arrow fi ight 1ength***
of killing shots (yards) 34 36

Arrow penetration*4**
Complete . . . . . . . 22 50 33 69 55 60
2 to 10 inches . . . . 11 25 8 17 17 18
11 to 14 inches . . . 5 11 2 4 7 8
15 to 25 inches . . . . 5 11 4 8 9 10
Unknown.... .... 1 2 1 2 2 2

Distance injured deer carried
arrow (yards) ****Average........ 11 20
Iinaiediate loss or breakage24 55 31 65 65 70
15 to 45 yards . . . . 9 20 3 6 12 13
3toloyards..... 4 9 4 8 8 9

50 to 100 yards . . . . 4 9 4 8 8 9

3boyarde....... 1 2 0 0 1 1

Undetermined . . . . e 3 7 1 2 4 4

**** Involves only 44 deer in 1953
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APPENDIX I -- continued

1953 1954 TOTAL
per per per

No. cent No. cent No. cent

ljnrecovered hitsTota]......... 77 36 113
Archers involved

first year hunters
(bow) . . . . . . 23 30 11 31 34 30

hunters with two or
more years bow
hunting . . . . 54 70 25 69 69 70

Dead deer found after thehunts....... 5 1 6
Arrow kills . . . . . . 4 0 4
Probable gun kills . . 1 1 2




